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Abstract—In a cloud computing environment, users prefer
to migrate their locally processing workloads onto the cloud
where more resources with better performance can be expected.
ProtoGENI [1] and PlanetLab [17] have further improved the
current Internet-based resource outsourcing by allowing end
users to construct a virtual network system through virtualization
and programmable networking technologies. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no such general service or
resource provisioning platform designated for mobile devices.
In this paper, we present a new design and implementation
of MobiCloud that is a geo-distributed mobile cloud computing
platform. The discussions of the system components, infrastruc-
ture, management, implementation flow, and service scenarios
are followed by an example on how to experience the MobiCloud
system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has grown rapidly in the past few years
due to the increasing network bandwidth, mature virtualization
techniques, and emerging cloud based business demands. What
is more, by 2013, mobile devices will overtake PCs as the
most common web access entities worldwide as predicted by
Gartner [15]. Thus, a mix of cloud computing with mobile
technologies is highly expected. Mobile Cloud Computing
(MCC) is a term that refers to an infrastructure where both
data storage and data processing are done, outside of mobile
devices from which an application is launched. Besides that,
a mobile entity is not limited to only a mobile device; more
importantly, it could also be cloud resources, infrastructure,
services, and human beings. Hence, with this understanding,
MCC further refers to a cloud system where mobility happens
in infrastructure, resources, services, user devices and even
human beings.

The trend of the MCC system is not just aimed at providing
fixed services for users in certain areas, but is especially to
look forward to establishing connections among mobile users
all over the world. Due to the mobility of MCC users, a
geographically distributed cloud system is a natural choice
that allows users to connect to cloud resources that are
geographically “close” to their mobile devices, which usually
means less communication delay compared to the centralized
approach.

In this research work, our goal is to establish a new MCC
service for mobile users with reduced service access latency
and increased cloud infrastructure utilization. We present a
new geo-distributed MCC infrastructure, called MobiCloud,
to address the following research challenges: 1) Resource
diversity – Virtual machines are the main resources due to its

efficient utilization of hardware resources. However, current
service providers pay more attention to system architecture
design but not enough to resources provisioning diversity,
which means users have little choice on resources. The re-
source diversity includes not only the type of guest OS,
but also different virtual hardware configurations, 2) Network
programmability and sensibility – A static and simple network
cannot meet the increasing demand from users nowadays.
Network programmability usually separates the control and
data path of network devices, and provides an interface of
the control path so that the control function can be easily
programmed. Sensibility provides a bridge connecting cloud
resources and the physical world. Sensibility greatly expands
the range of experiments supported in the system.

It is essential to propose a cloud provisioning platform by
considering mobile users and experimenters to solve the prob-
lems raised by the emergence of the popular geo-distributed
cloud systems. In this paper, we propose MobiCloud, a geo-
distributed MCC resource provisioning system. The major
contributions of this paper are summarized as below. We
design the MobiCloud framework, define its service model,
and propose a novel extension model CaaS. Then, compo-
nents are implemented and a geo-distributed infrastructure
is established. A concrete example on how to experience
the MobiCloud system is given to better understand what
MobiCloud can support. MobiCloud is a geo-distributed MCC
service provisioning platform including elastic computing,
secure storage, and layer-2 and above networking capabilities.

This platform is currently implemented connecting three
sites located at Arizona State University (ASU), University
of Missouri–Kansas City (UMKC) in the USA and Osaka
City University (OCU) in Japan. Additional sites in Paris and
Beijing are under plan to be part of the MobiCloud system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II addresses related work. Section III discusses the design
and implementation of the proposed MobiCloud system. An
example of how to experience the MobiCloud is illustrated in
section IV. Section V concludes the paper and discusses the
future work.

II. RELATED WORK

GENI [5], A Global Environment for Network Innova-
tions, is a project exploring the future global networking
infrastructure where different types of resource provisioning
platforms are residing. GENI’s projects can be divided into
backbone networks, programmable hosts, wireless testbeds,
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TABLE I
COMPARISON TABLE OF GENI PROJECTS

Project Major Sensing Programmable Extension
Resource Capability Networks Simplicity

PlanetLab Fedora VM No No Difficult
ProtoGENI
(Emulab)

PC and VM USRP Yes Difficult

OpenFlow
Networks

OF Switch No Yes DD

GENICloud
(opencirrus)

Physical node No No NA

Seattle Experimenter
Software

No No Easy

ORBIT Dedicated node No Yes NA
DOME Linux VM No No NA
DETER
(Emulab)

PC No Yes NA

Kansei Sensing node Yes No NA
ViSE Debian VM Yes Yes NA
GpENI Fedora VM No Yes DD
MobiCloud Windows, Linux

VMs
Yes Yes CaaS

DD: Dedicated Device, NA: Not Allowed

and specialized aggregates. Different GENI platforms, e.g.,
PlanetLab [17], ProtoGENI [1], and OpenFlow Networks
[16] have different concentration in terms of provisioning
resources, network architecture, programmable networks, etc.
For example, ProtoGENI has integrated a large group of
resources available from the world to provide resources with
network programmability and sensing features. Seattle [10]
has an efficient design that can easily make spare nodes join
their available resource pool to be further utilized to provide
python based experiments. All related GENI projects [10], [9],
[18], [19], [8], [7], [14], [20] and our proposed MobiCloud are
summarized in Table I.

The proposed and implemented MobiCloud system is orig-
inally based on the work discussed in [11]. The major dif-
ferences between this work and [11] are in the following
four perspectives: 1) This paper improves the original design
significantly in terms of network connectivity, data storage,
and so on; For example, it now allows the network architec-
ture to span in a geo-distributed fashion and introduces the
network-based remote storage; 2) This paper presents a fully
implemented cloud computing management system but not
just a design; 3) This paper establishes a monitoring system for
monitoring resources and presents a performance benchmark;
4) This paper identifys practical issues, which need to be
implemented in the near future. [12] concentrates on secure
data processing based on the overall MobiCloud architecture.
To the best of our knowledge, MobiCloud is the only MCC
system that is able to address all challenges listed above.

III. MOBICLOUD SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section discusses the MobiCloud platform mainly in
terms of components and implementation flow.

A. System Components

The prototype of the proposed MobiCloud system is now
available is presented in Fig. 1. We partition the MobiCloud
system into different types of components including comput-
ing, storage, administrative, and networking.

Computing Component. The computing component is the
entity that provides computing resources, i.e., cloud hosts.
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Fig. 1. MobiCloud Architecture Design

The major difference among different computing components
depends on the virtualization technology being adopted. Vir-
tualization in MobiCloud is based on XEN [?] that has
impressive scalability and efficiency. A cloud system can
provide logically separate resources upon the virtualization
layer. Usually, Cloud resources in one domain are grouped
into a resource pool that always has at least one physical
node known as the master node. Other physical nodes that
join existing pools are described as in slave nodes. Only the
master node exposes an administration interface and forwards
commands to individual slaves as necessary.

Storage Component. Storage cumulates all resource im-
ages and users’ data. Resource is prepared by cloning resource
templates that are stored in the storage repository. We choose
to establish a remote storage repository, Network File System
(NFS), to manage the storage of resources in our cloud system.
An NFS storage server is connected to the computing server
via a switch that greatly increases the scalability of storage.

Administrative Component. Dedicated physical servers
are for administrating resources and monitoring network traffic
within and across domains. There is also a set of internal
functional servers serving various administrative purposes such
as web service, DHCP, DNS, authentication service, DB
service, and VPN.

Networking Component. The control plane and the data
plane are isolated based on the multi-network design of
MobiCloud. In Fig. 1, there are four networks in each cluster.
Incoming and outgoing traffic switches isolate control traffic
(i.e., resource access, OS update, and package download)
coming into or going out of the MobiCloud Gateway. The data
network switch is a managed switch with supper for VLAN
that enables VMs from different physical servers to reside
in the same virtual domain. Lastly, the cloud management
network connects the internal management and monitoring
server and NFS. Each cloud server is installed with an Open
vSwitch with which the data traffic between two VMs in the
same physical server does not need to go through the physical
data network switch out of the cloud host.
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Fig. 2. Processing flows in MobiCloud

B. Implementation Flow

After designing the framework and configuring the infras-
tructure, we have implemented the system to provide resource
provisioning services to users. The implementation flow is
defined in terms of three major aspects: registration, requesting
resources, and accessing the system. These three procedures
are described below and are shown in Fig. 2.

∙ Registration. Anyone who wants to use the MobiCloud
system must have a valid account. Users have to register
an account by visiting the MobiCloud portal. After users
create an account, the account credential will be auto-
matically stored in the ID and Credential Management
Service, which is implemented by the Kerberos based
Active Directory, and dedicated Databased Service.

∙ Requesting Resource. After users’ credentials are au-
thenticated, users are authorized to request resources from
Resource Allocation & Management Service. Although all
services are hosted in the MobiCloud private domain,
we still introduce a DMZ to enhance security of cloud
resources. Database Service stores all related information
of newly created resources, and Network Management
Service prepares and configures network attributes of
resources. So far, Network Management Service consists
of DHCP and Dynamic DNS. Users are also able to
configure network attributes of resources by themselves,
which is the reason why Remote Configure Service was
developed.

∙ Accessing Resource. When users are about to access
their created resources, they have to connect to the VPN
server through the gateway. The VPN server authenticates
the users’ accounts at ID&Credential Management Ser-
vice where users’ account credentials are stored. After
connecting to the VPN, users’ mobile devices are as-
signed with the MobiCloud private IP address and are
free to access their resources by using the corresponding
domain name assigned for each VM.

IV. EXPERIENCING MOBICLOUD

In this section, we present the implementation of MobiCloud
through a simple example of its use. Through our developed
web interface, users are free to realize all operations (reg-
ister, request resource, and access resource) we mentioned
in the previous section. The web portal can be accessed at
http://mobicloud.asu.edu.

Fig. 3. Virtual network creation

A. Single VM Creation

To create a single VM, there are several fields that need
to be configured by users, which can be found in Table II.
After a user specifies all the parameters in the corresponding
fields, a VM will be created at the backend side. One of the
advantages of MobiCloud over current existing platforms is
that the response time of the resource preparation is swift.
Because the VM template is already prepared, what the system
only needs to do involves two steps: 1) fast copy the VM
template and 2) configure the VM. When the VM is done being
prepared, users can use the management interface, shown in
Fig. 5(b), to manage their VMs. There are several options
available such as restart, resume, suspend, stop, and remove.
Each VM will be assigned with a unique domain name, in the
format of username.mobicloud.asu.edu that is registered in the
DNS system. A Single VM can also be set as a proxy of a
mobile device to enhance its capability. For example, users can
set their VMs as proxies with an anti-virus function enabled,
which greatly enhances security of mobile devices.

B. Virtual Network Creation

Besides creating a single VM, users are also allowed to
claim multiple VMs that can be connected as a virtual net-
work. The interface can be seen in Fig. 3. Users can simply
click, drag, and drop on the canvas to create their desired
network components and connect them. There are three major
components in the network creation canvas: desktop, switch,
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TABLE II
SINGLE VM CREATION SPECIFICATION

VM Host Configuration
VM name Define the name of the VM.
OS Type Specify the Operation System of VM. We use Xen Hypervisor, which supports a wide range of guest

OS including Windows, Linux, Solaris, and various versions of the BSD operating systems.
Hard Disk Size Specify the size of the virtual hard disk on each VM. There are several options ranging from 8GB

to 128GB.
Ram Size Specify the size of the memory. The range of memory can be selected from 128MB to 4GB.

VM Network Configuration
NIC configure Specify IP address, netmask, and default GW.

and router. Users can configure the components in a pop-
up window. Beside the virtual hardware configuration (i.e.,
CPU, memory, harddisk), network information can also be
configured, including creating virtual interfaces, IP addresses,
netmasks, default gateways, and so on. We use a switch
component to represent a VLAN to partition the network.
Users can draw lines to connect two or more components
(i.e., desktop or router) through a switch, which means those
interfaces are in the same VLAN and are isolated from
others. The router is the last component with routing functions
enabled by a software-based pre-installed router (Vyatta [6]).
After the user confirms the topology by clicking the submit
button, a summary page indicating all hardware and network
information of VMs is presented. When the preparation is
done, a resource page is returned with the details of the
resources created. Each VM is assigned a unique domain name
that is similar to the single VM creation case. However, each
user can have multiple VMs; the domain naming scheme is the
format of username-networkname-number.mobicloud.asu.edu
to identify different VMs for the same user. For example,
if user cnsm2012 creates a network named mynetwork with
three VMs, the domain name assigned to the first VM would
be cnsm2012-mynetwork-1.mobicloud.asu.edu.

C. System Resource Monitoring

For system administrators to better monitor performance of
both network and cloud hosts in MobiCloud and track ongoing
and potential issues in the system, we introduce a multi-
layer monitoring mechanism that is enabled by sFlow and
NetFlow [13]. Note that NetFlow provides limited visibility
focused on layer-3 network connections, while sFlow provides
comprehensive visibility into network and system resources
needed to manage performance in a virtualized and cloud
environment. In each Open vSwitch in Dom 0 of each Cloud
server, we enable not only sFlow at the switch level but also
at the host level, which means not only can the traffic be
monitored, but also the host performance (i.e., CPU utilization,
memory usage, virtual disk I/O, and so on) can be monitored.

From the analyzer of both NetFlow ManageEngine and
sFlow Flowtrend [3], [2], network parameters, e.g., top con-
versation, top connections, most popular protocols and so on
can be monitored. Besides layer-3 network monitoring, sFlow
is able to inspect connection relationships from the following
three aspects shown in Fig. 4: internal connections, external
connections, and non-IP connections. The left-top part of Fig.
4 shows the internal connections that represent the internal

Layer-2 GRE Tunnel Connection

Internal IP Connection Layer- 2 Non-IP Connection

ASU, UMKC@US OCU@Japan

United States

10.0.0.253
10.0.0.3

unknown Non-IP

FFFFFFFFFFFF

Japan

Fig. 4. sFlow Connection Circle

topology at the ASU site where the connections between
the cloud server master node(10.0.0.3) and the storage server
(10.0.0.253) can be seen. The top-right part shows the layer-
2 Non-IP connections including unicast and broadcast. The
bottom part shows the external connections that indicate the
inter-cluster connection among all three sites.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper takes presents an expected cloud environment
for mobile devices. Our proposed MobiCloud system is able
to provide resources in terms of computing, storage, and net-
working that greatly enhances the capability of mobile devices.
We combine network-based storage, Xen virtualization, and
OpenFlow based network management solutions into a single
smart system, which has not been done previously to our best
knowledge. Also, an example of system experience is given
to better state the capabilities of MobiCloud.

In the near future, we are planing to implement OAuth
2.0 to improve the MobiCloud system. The OAuth 2.0 [4]
authorization protocol enables a third-party application to
obtain limited access to an HTTP service, either on behalf
of a resource owner by orchestrating an approval interaction
between the resource owner and the HTTP service, or by
allowing the third-party application to obtain access on its
behalf. It helps manage MobiCloud users in accessing both
inside and outside services. An integrate OAuth 2.0 solution
will be an inevitable trend for an ID management system of
MobiCloud.

GENI provides collaborative and exploratory environments
for academia, industry and public, which is ideal for Mobi-
Cloud to extend on. The federation with GENI mainly would
involve the following two steps: (a) following the Slice-based
Facility Architecture (SFA) specification, (b) providing aggre-
gate API and interfacing with other GENI major platforms.
We plan to explore this in the near future.
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